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Abstract: 

 “Let   be a commutative ring with identity and   is a left unitary  -module. A proper submodule   of   is called a 

quasi-prime submodule, if whenever      , where      ,     implies that either      or     ”. As a 

generalization of a quasi-prime submodules, in this paper we introduce the concept of approximaitly quasi-prime 

submodules, where a proper submodule   of   is an approximaitly quasi-prime submodule, if whenever      , 

where      ,     implies that either             or            , where        is the intersection of 

all essential submodules of  . Many basic properties, characterization and examples of this concept are given. 

Furthermore, we study the behavior of approximaitly quasi-prime submodules under  -homomorphisms. Finally, we 

introduced characterizations of approximaitly quasi-prime submodule in class of multiplication modules. 

 

Keywords. Prime submodules, Quasi-prime submodules, Approximaitly prime submodules, Socle of submodules, 
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1. Introduction 

 A quasi-prime submodule was introduced and 

studied in 1999 by [1] as a generalization of a prime 

submodule, where a proper submodule   of an  -

module   is called a prime, if whenever     , 

where    ,     implies that either     or 

         where                   [3], 

Recently several generalizations of quasi-prime 

submodules were introduced such as “Weakly quasi-

prime, Nearly quasi-prime, WE-quasi-prime, Weakly 

quasi 2-absorbing, Nearly quasi 2-absorbing, and 

Pseudo quasi 2-absorbing submodules see 

[14,12,6,7,8,9]”. In this paper, we give another 

generalization of a quasi-prime submodule, where a 

proper submodule   of   is an approximaitly quasi-

prime submodule, if whenever      , where 

     ,     implies that either             

or            . The concept of approximaitly 

quasi-prime submodule is also, generalization of the 

concept of approximaitly prime submodules which 

appear in [10], also generalization of prime 

submodules. Recall that an  -module   is 

multiplication if every submodule   of   is of the 

form      for some ideal   of  , in particular 

          [4]. Let   and   be a submodule of a 

multiplication  -module   with      and      

for some ideals   and   of  , then        that is 

     . In particular            . Also 

for any    , we define     〈 〉     [15]. 

 

2. Basic properties of Approximaitly 

Quasi-Prime Submodules 

      In this part of the paper we introduce the 

definition of approximaitly quasi-prime submodule, 

and give some basic properties, examples and 

characterizations of this concept. 

 

Definition 2.1 A proper submodule   of   is said 

to be an approximaitly quasi-prime submodule(for 

short app-quasi-prime), if whenever      , where 

     ,     implies that either             

or            . An ideal   of a ring   is an app-

quasi-prime ideal of   if and only if   is an app-

quasi-prime submodule of an  -module  . 

 

Remark 2.2 It is clear that every quasi-prime 

submodule is an app-quasi-prime, but the convers is 

not true in general, the following example explain 

that: 

 

Example 2.3 Let      ,     and   〈 ̅〉, and 

         〈 ̅〉.   is an app-quasi-prime submodule 

of   since if      , where      ,      , 

implies that either      〈 ̅〉  〈 ̅〉 or      

〈 ̅〉  〈 ̅〉. But   is not a quasi-prime submodule of 

 , since      ̅   , but neither    ̅    nor    ̅   . 

 

     The following proposition gives a characterization 

of app-quasi-prime submodules. 

 

Proposition 2.4 Let   be an  -module, and   be 

a proper submodule of  . Then   is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of   if and only if whenever 

     , where     are ideals in   and   is a 

submodule of  , implies that either      

       or            . 

 

Proof  
        
⇒   Suppose that      , where     are 

ideals in   and   is a submodule of  , and with 

            and            . So there 

exists         and    ,     such that     

         and            . Since   is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of   and        and 

             implies that             . 

Also        and              implies that 

            . It follows that either      

       or            . 

 

 
         
⇐    Assume that      , where      ,     

implies that            , so by hypothesis either 

                or                . Thus 

either             or            . Hence 

  is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 
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 As direct application of proposition 2.4 , we get the 

following corollaries. 

 

Corollary 2.5 Let   be an  -module, and   be a 

proper submodule of  . Then   is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of   if and only if whenever 

     , where       and   is a submodule of  , 

implies that either             or      

      . 

 

Corollary 2.6 Let   be an  -module, and   be a 

proper submodule of  . Then   is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of   if and only if whenever 

     , where    ,     and   is a ideal of  , 

implies that either             or      

      . 

 

Corollary 2.7 Let   be an  -module, and   be a 

proper submodule of  . Then   is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of   if and only if whenever 

     , where     are ideals in  , and    , 

implies that either             or      

      . 

 

Proposition 2.8 Let   be an  -module, and   be 

a proper submodule of   with         . Then   is 

an app-quasi-prime submodule of   if and only if 

             is a prime ideal of   for each    . 

 

Proof  
        
⇒   Let                , where 

     , implies that             . But 

        , it follows that           , hence 

     . But   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of 

 , implies that either             or      

      . Thus either                or      

         . 

 

 
         
⇐    Suppose that      , where      ,     

implies that either               , it follows 

that             , hence                . 

But              is a prime ideal of  , implies 

that either                or      

         , it follows that either             or 

           . 

 

Proposition 2.9 Let   be an  -module, and   be 

a proper submodule of  . Then   is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of   if and only if            

                         for all      . 

 

Proof  
        
⇒   Let          , implies that      . 

But   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  , then 

either             or            . It 

follows that either                 or   

             . Thus            

                          

  

 
         
⇐    Now, let      , where      ,    , then 

                           

          , implies that                 or 

               . Hence             or 

           . Thus   is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of   . 

 

Proposition 2.10 Let   be an  -module, and   be 

a proper submodule of   such that    is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of  . Then             

                           for  all       , 

   . 

 

Proof Let           , where      ,    , 

implies that         . But   is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  , then either                 or 

              , it follows that either      

            or                 . Hence 

                               . Thus 

                                      . 

 

Remark 2.11 Let   be an  -module, and   is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of  , it is not necessary 

that       is an app-quasi-prime ideal of  . For 

example in a  -module     , 〈 ̅〉 is an app-quasi-

prime submodule, but  〈 ̅〉          is not app-

quasi-prime ideal of   -module  . Since          , 

but                         . 
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Proposition 2.12 Let   be an  -module, and   is 

an app-quasi-prime submodule of   with        

 . Then       is an app-quasi-prime ideal of  . 

 

Proof Let          , where        , implies 

that         . Thus since   is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  , then by Corollary 2.5 either  

               or               . But 

        , implies that           . Hence 

either          or        . That is either   

                      or          

            . Therefore        is an app-quasi-

prime ideal of  . 

 

        Recall that an  -module   is faithful if 

          [4]. 

 

        Before we introduce the converse of Proposition 

2.12 we recall the following lemmas: 

 

Lemma 2.13 [4, Coro. 2.14] Let   be a faithful 

multiplication  -module then               . 

 

        Recall that an  -module   is a non-singular 

provided that       , where           

                        ideal   of  } [5]. 

 

Lemma 2.14 [5, Coro. 1.26] If    is a non-

singular  -module, then               . 

 

Proposition 2.15 Let   be a faithful 

multiplication  -module and   is a proper submodule 

of  . If       is an app-quasi-prime ideal of  , then 

  is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

Proof Suppose that      , where      ,     

implies that        . Since   be a multiplication, 

then        for some ideal   of   . That is      

 , it follows that          . But       is an app-

quasi-prime ideal of  , then by Corollary 2.5 either 

                or                , it 

follows that either                    or 

                  . Hence, by Lemma 2.13 

              , and since   is multiplication 

        . therefore either             or 

           . Hence   is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  . 

 

Proposition 2.16 Let   be a non-singular 

multiplication  -module and   is a proper submodule 

of  . If       is an app-quasi-prime ideal of  , then 

  is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

Proof Follows in similar way of Proposition 2.15 and 

using Lemma 2.14 . 

 

Lemma 2.17 [13, Coro. Of Theo. 9] Let   

and   be ideals of a ring  , and   is a finitely 

generated multiplication  -module. Then       if 

and only if         . 

 

Proposition 2.18 Let   be a faithful finitely 

generated multiplication  -module. If   is an app-

quasi-prime ideal of  , then    is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  . 

 

Proof Suppose that       , where      ,    . 

Then         . Since   is a multiplication, implies 

that        for some ideal   of  . Thus        . 

But   is a finitely generated, so by Lemma 2.17 

          . But   is faithful, it follows that 

        , hence      , but   is an app-quasi-

prime ideal of  , then by Corollary 2.5 either 

             or            , it follows that 

either                 or        

       . But by Lemma 2.13               . 

Hence                or              , it 

follows that either               or       

      . Therefor    is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  . 

 

Proposition 2.19 Let   be a finitely generated 

multiplication non-singular  -module, and   is an 

app-quasi-prime ideal of   with       . Then    

is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 
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Proof Similar steps of Proposition 2.18 and using 

Lemma 2.14 and the condition        implies that 

        . 

 

Remark 2.20 The intersection of any two app-

quasi-prime submodules of an  -module   not 

necessary app-quasi-prime submodule of  , the 

following example shows that. 

 

Example 2.21 Let   be the  -module   and      

and     . It is clear that   and   are app-quasi-

prime submodules of  , but        is not app-

quasi-ptime submodule of   since        , but 

              and              , where 

          . 

 

Proposition 2.22 Let   be an  -module, and     

are app-quasi-prime submodules with          

and         . Then     is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  . 

 

Proof Suppose that        , where      , 

   , then       and      . Since both   and 

  are app-quasi-prime submodules of  , so either 

             or             and either 

             or            . But   

       and         , it follows that   

              and                 and 

          , implies that            

      . Thus we have either                

or              . That is     is an app-

quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

Lemma 2.23 [11, Lemma 2.3.15] Let   be an 

 -module, and       are submodules of   with   is 

contained in   then               

             . 

 

Lemma 2.24 [2, Coro. 9.9] Let   be an  -

module, and   submodule of  , then          

      . 

 

Proposition 2.25 Let   be an  -module, and     

are two submodules of   with   is not contained in   

and         . If   is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  , then     is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  . 

 

Proof Since   is not contained in  , then     is a 

proper submodule of  . Now , let         

where      ,      , then       and 

     . But   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of 

 , then either              or      

      , since    , it follows that either       

           or                . Since 

        , then by Lemma 2.23 

 We have (        )                 

 , and by Lemma 2.24 we have          

      . Hence either                or 

             . Thus     is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of  . 

 

Proposition 2.26 Let              be an  -

epimorphism, and   is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of   . Then        is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of   . 

 

Proof It is clear that        is a proper submodule 

of  . Now, let           , where      ,    , 

implies that          . since   is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of   , so either         

        or                . Hence either 

             (       )                

or              (       )         

      . That is either                  or 

                . Therefore        is an app-

quasi-prime submodule of   . 

 

Proposition 2.27 Let              be an  -

epimorphism, and   be an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of   with        . Then      is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of    . 

 

Proof      is a proper submodule of   . If not, 

suppose that        , let    , then         

    , implies that           for some    , it 

follows tat         , so            , 

hence    , that is     contradiction. Now let  
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         , where      ,      . Since   is an 

epimorphism, then         for some    , thus 

           , it follows that             for 

some    . That is           , so       

       , implies that      . But   is an app-

quasi-prime submodule of  , then either      

       or            , it follows that  either 

                                   or 

                                 . 

Hence either                   or          

       . Thus      is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of   . 

 

Proposition 2.28 Let  ,    be          , and 

  be a proper submodule of   , such that   

        is a quasi-prime submodule of   , with 

                   is a proper submodule of 

             Then      (           ) is app-

quasi-prime submodule of               

 

Proof Suppose that          (           ) 

where      ,              . Then for each 

   , we have                 . But   

        is quasi-prime submodule of   , then either 

                of                . That 

is         (           )       (    

       )     (           ) or         (  

         )       (           )  

                . Thus                    is 

app-quasi-prime submodule of              

 

Proposition 2.29 Let         be an  -

module, where       be modules, and         

be submodule of   with       are submodules of 

      respectively with         . If   is an app-

quasi-prime submodule of  , then    and    are app-

quasi-prime submodules of    and    respectively. 

 

Proof Suppose that       , where      ,    

  , then           . Since    is an app-quasi-

prime submodule of  , then either           

       or                 . But         , 

implies that                          

       . If                         , implies 

that                         If         

               , implies that             

           . Hence                or     

          . Therefore    is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of    

Similarly    is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   . 

 

Proposition 2.30 Let         be an  -

module, where      is an  -modules, then. 

1)   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   , with 

          and     is a semi simple if and only if 

     is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

2)   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of    with 

          and     is a semi simple if and only if 

     is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

Proof  

(1)  
        
⇒    Let               , where      , 

         , then        and        . But   is 

an app-quasi-prime submodule of   , and   

       , then either                       

or                      . Now since     is a 

semi simple, then by [2, p221]           . So, if  

                      then         

                                 

          . If  if                        

then                                 

                   . Thus      is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

 
         
⇐    Let      , where       ,      , then for 

each                     . But      is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of  , so, either 

                         or          

                . If                

               , since          , then 

                 , and            so, 

                             implies that 

                       , it follows that 

             . Similarly if               

               , implies that              . 

Therefore   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   . 
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(2) In similar way we can prove (2). 

 

Remark 2.31 It is clear that every prime 

submodule is an app-quasi-prime submodule while 

the convers is not true in general as the following 

example shows that. 

 

Example 2.32 Consider the  -module   , the 

submodule   〈 ̅〉 is an app-quasi-prime submodule 

of   , since for each      , and     , with 

     , we have either                

〈 ̅〉 or                〈 ̅〉. But 〈 ̅〉 is not 

prime submodule of   , because    ̅  〈 ̅〉,     

 ̅    , but  ̅  〈 ̅〉 and    〈 ̅〉       . 

 

        Recall that a proper submodule   of an  -

module   is called an app-prime submodule of  , if 

whenever     , with    ,    , implies that 

either            or             [10]. 

 

Remark 2.33 It is clear that every app-prime 

submodule is an app-quasi-prime submodule , while 

the converse is not true in general, as the following 

example shows that. 

 

Example 2.34 Consider the  -module    , and 

        ,   is not app-prime, since         , 

but                 , and           

                 . But   is an app-quasi-

prime because   is a quasi-prime submodule of 

   . 

 

Proposition 2.35 Let   be an  -module, and   be 

a proper submodule of  , with         . Then   

is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   if and only if 

       is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   for 

every ideal   of  . 

 

Proof  
        
⇒   Let           , with      ,    , 

implies that       , that is        for each 

   . Since   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of 

 , it follows that either              or 

            , but         , implies that 

          . Thus either       or      . 

That is either                         or 

                       . Hence        is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

 
         
⇐    Since        is an app-quasi-prime submodule 

of   for each ideal   of  , thus put    , we get 

        is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

Proposition 2.36 Let   be a multiplication  -

module, and   be a proper submodule of  . Then   

is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   if and only if 

whenever      , for some submodules   and   

of   and    , then either             or 

           . 

 

Proof  
        
⇒   Suppose that      , for some 

submodules   and   of   and    . But   is a 

multiolication then      and      for some 

ideals     of  , thus          . But   is an 

app-quasi-prime submodule of  , then by Corollary 

2.7 either             or            . It 

follows that either             or      

      . 

 

 
         
⇐    Assume that      , where     are ideals in   

and    . Since   is a multiplication it follows that, 

         , so by hypothesis either      

       or            , that is either      

       or            . Hence by Corollary 2.7 

Then   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

 

Proposition 2.37 Let   be a multiplication  -

module, and   be a proper submodule of  . Then   

is an app-quasi-prime submodule of   if and only if 

whenever      , for some submodules     and   

of  , then either             or      

      . 

 

Proof  
        
⇒   Suppose that      , for some 

submodules  ,   and   of  . But   is a 

multiolication then      and      for some 

ideals     of  , thus          . Since   is an 
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app-quasi-prime submodule of  , then by Proposition 

2.4 either             or            . It 

follows that either             or      

      . 

 

 
         
⇐    Assume that      , where     are ideals in   

and   is a submodule of  .Since   is a multiplication 

it follows that,          , so by hypothesis 

either             or            , that is 

either             or            . Hence 

by Proposition 2.4    is an app-quasi-prime 

submodule of  . 

 

Proposition 2.38 Let   be a faithful finitely 

generated multiplication  -module, and   be a 

proper submodule of   with         . then the 

following statements are equivalent. 

1)   is an app-quasi-prime submodule of  . 

2)        is an app-quasi-prime ideal of  . 

3)      for some app-quasi-prime ideal   of  . 

 

Proof (1) 
        
⇒ (2) Follows by Proposition 2.12 

(2) 
        
⇒ (1) Follows by Proposition 2.15 

(2) 
        
⇒ (3) Since        is an app-quasi-prime ideal 

of  , and          , it is follows that      and 

         an app-quasi-prime ideal of  . 

(3) 
        
⇒ (2) Suppose that      for some app-quasi-

prime ideal   of  . But   is a multiplication we have 

            . Thus since   is faithful finitely 

generated multiplication, then by Lemma 2.17 we 

have         , it follows that        is an app-

quasi-prime ideal of  . 
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 ةوهفبهٍن رات علاق جقشٌبب   الجزئٍة الاولٍة الظبهشٌة  الوقبسبت

 
هٍبة مشٌن محمدعلً                                  

1
عجٍل علً شبل                                        

3
              

 الشاضٍبت قسن                                          الشاضٍبت قسن                                      

 ملٍه علىم الحبسىة والشٌبضٍبت         ملٍه علىم الحبسىة والشٌبضٍبت                                    

 جنشٌث جبهعة       جنشٌث                                     جبهعة                                       

 
 

 

 : الوسحخلص
 

      ارا مبى هقبس جزئً اولً ظبهشي   هي الوقبس   الوقبس الجزئً الفعلً ٌذعى . احبدٌب  اٌسشا   هقبسب    حلقه ابذالٍه بوحبٌذ و   لحني 

الوقبس  ٌذعى حٍث اًه , مأعوبم لوفهىم الوقبس الجزئً الاولً الظبهشي جقشٌبب ,     او      ٌؤدي الى اهب     ,       حٍث 

            ٌؤدي الى اهب     ,       حٍث      هقبس جزئً اولً ظبهشي جقشٌببُ ارا مبى  هي الوقبس,  الجزئً الفعلً 

خصبئص الاسبسٍه, العذٌذ هي الاعطٌٍب .   الوقبس الوقبسبت الجزئٍة الجىهشٌة هي هى جقبطع جوٍع       , حٍث اى             او 

 قذهٌب العذٌذواخٍشا   ت.لظبهشٌة جقشٌبب  جحث جأثٍش الحشبملاهزا الوفهىم. ببلاضبفه الى رالل دسسٌب سلىك الوقبسبت الجزئٍة الاولٍة الالونبفئبت والاهثلة 

  الونبفئبت للوقبسبت الجزئٍة الاولٍة الظبهشٌة جقشٌبب  فً صٌف الوقبسبت الضشبٍة. هي
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